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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Introduction to and practice in using scaffolding and structured fonnats for essential
personal and job-related survival writing for basic academic (expository writing
principles, writing effective summaries), employment (job application short answers,
cover letters, emails, etc.), and personal (business and private correspondence)
applications. Practical writing fonns in real-life situations are emphasized.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Explain the major principles of good written communication.
B. Create a clear, concise and positively projected autobiography statement.
C. Identify and compose effective topic sentences.
D. Describe and demonstrate the use of the expository paragraph fonn (topic

sentence, supporting details, and conclusion) and the multiple paragraph fonn
(introduction, body, and conclusion) by writing coherent summary and opinion
paragraphs.
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E. Use template (scaflblding) to move from assisted to independent production ofa
minimum of two concise, coherent employment and personal letters in three
paragraph lengths.

F. Describe and integrate the five distinct steps of the writing process (prewriting,
first draft, revision, editing and final draft) by producing a 3-5 paragraph opinion
essay.

G. Demonstrate the ability to complete three types of business survival writing: job
application with short answers, an email memo, and a cover letter.

V.CONTENT
A. Introduction to the principles ofeffective written communication

I. Review the basic principles of academic paragraph writing
a. Coherence, unity and relevance principles are modeled
b. Exercise paragraphs with topic sentence, supporting details and conclusion
c. Writing process (prewriting, first draft, revision, editing, and final draft)

applied to a 3-5 paragraph opinion essay
2. Self-introduction through short, guided, written autobiographical "bios"

a. Outline ofpertinent work, education and interest history
b. Using outline to write a paragraph narrative

B. Employment survival writing
1. Applications (employment, rental)

a. Following directions with example forms
b. Appropriate disclosure principles
c. Written response to subjective short-answer interview questions

2. Effective emails and memos
a. Modeling of correct format
b. Getting to the point: appropriate content
c. Proper use of language and abbreviations

3. Cover letters appropriate to the desired position
a. Construction/editing guidelines
b. Checklists, templates and examples for format guidance
c. Writing from outlines to finished work as per writing process

C. Personal survival writing
1. Business letters (inquiries, complaints, rebuttals, advocacy)

a. Addressing the issue (who/what, what about it, why, what wanted)
b. Appropriate tone and language to fit the situation
c. Research; gathering the facts first
d. Construction guidelines/templates and finished examples
e. Writing from outlines to finished work as per writing process

2. Private correspondence
a. Thank-you letters

I. Construction guidelines
2. Checklists, templates and finished examples
3. Writing from outlines to finished work as per writing process

b. All-occasion letter (ex.: condolences, congratulations, greeting, etc.)
I. Construction guidelines
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2. Checklists, templates and finished examples
3. Writing from outlines to finished work as per writing process

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class assignments
a. Completing form to specific instructions
b. Warm-up structured writing exercises with topic sentences and paragraph

formats
c. Autobiography prewriting outline into narrative paragraphs as per writing

process
d. Practice emails sent to instructor
e. Classroom editing and revising exercises in class workbook
f. Completing step-by-step templates to begin business and personal letters

2. Out-of-class assignments
Weekly writing assignments that involve paragraph writing on a topic or
letter form practice (employment, personal or business letters, etc.) using
content from outline or template
1. Business letter example: 3-5 paragraph cover letter referencing a

specific employment position after researching the
company/organization, etc.

2. Personal letter example: 3-5 paragraph thank-you letter written to a
prospective employer for an interview or to a friend for a gift one did
not like or want

3. Final writing project (see Evaluation)
B. Evaluation: 75% required for a grade of "Credit"

I. Homework (60%): Satisfactory completion and revision as needed of weekly
assignments demonstrating principles ofeffective written communication
including the following examples:
a. Creation of a clear, concise and positively projected autobiography

statement.
b. Composition ofeffective topic sentences
c. Writing of paragraphs with topic sentence, supporting details and

conclusion and multiple paragraph opinions or summaries with
introduction, body and conclusion.

d. Writing ofjob application short answer responses
e. Writing of email memos
f. Writing of a cover letter

2. Attendance (10%): perfect attendance or one absence with make-up
3. Participation (10%): active weekly participation in class discussions and

exercises
a. Be able to explain the major principles of good written communication
b. Be able to identify effective topic sentences
c. Be able to describe expository single and multiple paragraph forms
d. Be able to describe the five steps of the writing process
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4. Final Letter Writing Project (10% each of two letters): demonstration of
mastery ofclass principles and fonns
a. Unassisted opinion letter with introduction, body and conclusion in

publishable form ready to mail to an editor ofa local paper advocating a
position or calling for action on an issue

b. Unassisted advocacy letter emailed to an instructor with an appropriate
topic sentence, specific details and a conclusion as to why and how the
student has earned "Credit" in the course

C. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials
1. Textbooks

a. Aaron, Janet E., The Lillie, Brown Essential Handbook, 5th Ed., Pearson
Longman, Upper Saddle River, N.J., 2006

b. Hacker, Diana, Rulesfor Writers, Bedford/St. Martin's, New York, 2007
2. Instructor developed handouts and templates
3. Computer resources

a. Various email programs such as yahoo.com and hotmaiI.com
b. Browsers such as Internet Explorer and Mozilla Foxfire

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICAnON
CREDITINON-DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section
55002(b».
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